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Spring Birds
A Spring Activity' Packet for First Grade

You and your students are about to make some fine
feathered friends. You won't have to travel far to meet
them -- they're everywhere! These friendships will begin at
school, grow at the Dahlem Environmental Education Center,
and deepen back in the classroom. You will even make some
friends at home!

By watching and identifying birds near your school and
.at the Dahlem Center, your students will learn about their
°interesting adaptations, songs, nests, and habits. Because
these concepts were developed from a survey of elementary
science curriculums, "Spring Birds" should closely correlate
with your science lessons and enhance language arts and art
curriculums as well.

A variety of activities will challenge your students
to practice skills such as observ.ing, classifying, cooper-
ating, and cemmunicating. And, by heightening their aware-
ness of birds, your students will begin to appreciate some
of the different forms of life with which they share the
earth. In the years to come this appreciation may blossom
into a concern about the environment, motivating them to seek
more information and to act as environmentally responsible
citizens.

The pre -`trip activities in this packet have been care-
fully designed to introduce your students to the exciting
world of birds and to prepare them for their field trip.
The selected post-trip activities will reinforce and extend
the concepts already introduced. Optional activities and ref-
erences are also included.

So smile and put your best foot forward -- you're about
to meet some new friends!
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Goals and Objectives

Program Goal

Students will become more aware of birds and their
characteristics.

Program Objectives

Students will:

-distinguish birds from other animals by, listing
--common avian characteristics-.---

-discriminate common species of birds by observing
differences in their appearance, diet, and song.

. _

- demonstrate an understanding of the concept of ad-
aptation by matching bird beaks to their functions.

- improve listening skills by pointing out different
bird songs.

-demonstrate the 4se of binoculars by viewing birds
through them.

4

-express themselves creatively by performing a bird -
related roleplay and making a bird- rdlated. art project.

- act in a concerned and responsible manner while
working on a cooperative project to help. birds.

4
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Pre- Trip Activities

.t

The following five activities are important because
they will prepare your clas4 for the field trip in a fun
and interesting way.

Hatching Into Chicks

This-. activity introduces' "Spring Birds". to your students

.. by capturing their imaginations. It's a role-play that will
transform them into a brood of chicks.

Seat your class comfortably on the classroom floor or
school lawn. Ask your students to pretend that they are
young chicks developing inside eggs. Then read the follow,
ing role-play as your students act it out. They can keep
their eyes open or Closed throughout, or they can begin
with their eyes closed and open them when they "hatch."

You one a tiny 4peck inhide a'big datta egg. You have a tot o6,.
/Loam inaide you' egg and ake vent' comlioAtabte. Then thinga change. °,

you begin to gkow. The moke you gkow, the mane champed you become!
Wen awhile you can bakety move. You have to &taw you Up tightty
up to yowl cheat, tuck put beak doWn as OA a4 you cau,,, and ocoveA
you' head with youk winga.

You get tiud being champed your egg. Soon it'a time

to hatch. You peck on the inside you' 4hett with the pointed istooth"

at the end okyouk beak. You make a tiny hate! kW you take a gulp
6 /Leah eat and atop to /teat. Then you get 40 excited that you peck

4ome ma ke. The hate gets bigger and biggek until you can 4ee through
it% Light! Utz 40 bkight it hunts youh eyea. AgeA a tong /teat you
gathek alt you atAength and puzh with ate your might. The egg cnackz

open! you bunt out into the daytight and cottappe into a wet, tied
heap.

1/4 Duung yam. tong /teat you
dry obi. Then you decide to
explore your wondequt new
waned! Slowly you atkRtch
your Lego and stand up. You

take yaws wobbly atepa
batancing youtaet6 with your
wing4.



SoonV6abegin to watk aU ova the ptace/ you bump into your bothem
and 44 tela who juot hatched, too. Then you 6ind your uting4. you begin
to itap them, 4towty at gnat, then 6catek,and 6126tert. Then, exhauAted,
you cumpte .onto a bate and tialtt. aAtzep. You dream abowttemtning to 641

As soon as your students finish their performances, ask
them to describe what it was like inside their eggs. Was it
hard to hatch? Was it fun being a_ newborn chick? Did they
want to learn how to fly? Transform your actors and actresses
into artists by asking them to draw pictures inspired by the
role-play.

The Inside Story
4

It's time to explore areal egg. Carefully crack open
the contents of a chicken egg into a bowl. Inv,i,te your stu-
dents to take a close look at the cracked shell and the parts
of the egg inside the bowl. Which of the pictured parts can
they ,find on their real egg? thin egg white

outer 444 membrane

4he2.11.

white

chataza

yotk

bta6todioc

inna zhett oembtane thick egg white

The fertile -chicken egg contains a developing embryo and
its food supply. If incubated in a warm (107°F) humid environ-
ment a fertilized egg should hatch in 21 days. The hen has
several thousand eggs at birth. In the functioning ovary the
cells enlarge into yolks a few at a time. When fully formed,
'a yolk is released into the entrance of the oviduct. There
a rposter's sperm fertilizes the. btaatodi6c, the whitish spot
on the surface of every egg yolk. The other parts of the egg

4 (the egg white, chalaza, shell membranes, And shell) are added
to the yolk as it passes through the oviduct.

Each part of the egg...has a special function. The egg
yak contains large amounts of fat and protein as well as
vitamins and minerals that are essential for normal growth.

-4-
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The egg white-provides a large amount of protein necessary
fOr proper development. Two twisted cords called alto-Cam
(kuh-lay-zee) fasten the egg yolk to the inner shell
Membrane. The 4hete membune.6 protect the contents of the
egg from the invasion of bacteria and prevent the liquid
in the egg froM evaporating.' The 4he&, or hard protective
outer covering of the egg, has many tiny pores that allow
the egg to "breathe". Carbon dioxide and oxygen'Oass in

-Nand out of the egg through these pores. Can you see them
through a magnifying lens? 4The first air the chick will
breathe is contained in. the iOttetl at the large end of
the egg.

The completed egg is released about 24 hours after
the relew-e of the yolk from the ovary. Approximately 30
mina es after an elg,is laid, another yolk is released
and t process repeats itself. 0

a

Birds Ar- Alike Yet Different

Pictures or illustrhions of birds can help children
see the structure's that all birds -have in common and some
diffekences among the species. Show your students pictures
of birds that you have collected from,liature magazines,
posters, picture books, or field guides. Discuss the parts
that all the birds have in common. (feathers, a beak, two 4'

feet, two wings, and a tail). This idea is reinforced
by Activity Sheet 1. Can your students explain how each
of the structures helps a bird? Wings enable a bird to
fly; feathers keep it warm and dry; a beak allows it to
gather food, carry nest materials, and feed its young;
feet aid a bird in catching food, swimming, hopping,
walking, and making a nest; and its tail helps it to steer
and balance. 4

Then ask what clues can be used to tell birds apart --
... size, color, shape, habitat, nests, eggs, etc. Your stu-

dents can sort through old nature magazines for more pic-
tures of birds and their nests, eggs, and habitats. Or
students can color pictures. Why not liven up your class-
room by using their pictures to make a bulletin board
display?

Adaptations

An adaptation is a special feature of an or iism that
improves its chances of surviving and reproducing. Differ-

-5-
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ent kiRds'of birds have different kinds of beaks -- all are
adaptations for collecting and eatins

e different kinds of food. ,A heron, for
instance, uses its long spear-like beak
to stab fish. The sturdy 'pointed .beak
of the woodpecker enables it to drill
beneath the tree bark for insect grubs:
The duck's strainingsbeak allows it to
,filter aquatic plants from mouthfuls of
pond water. The slender beak of the hum-
mingbird.allqws it to sip nectar from
flowers. The sturdy cracking beak of

- the cardinal is .goad for eating seeds.

Challenge your students Ito identify the birds in the left
column of Activity Sheet 2 and then to match themowith the/.

, beaks and foods in'the right column. Instead of using a pencil
on. these activity sheets, try laminating them or mounting them
on cardboagd and using yarn and needles to "sew" the birds and
beaks together.

Help your students locate pictures of these'birds in
A........books and find out where they iive and what they eat.

4,

Will You Listen to That?

) On their field trip your students will go on a bird hike.
Since birds are rarely out in the open, your students will
probably hear them before they see them. Invite your students
to sharpen their sense.of hearing by doing the following *

.

activities. You can practice the activities outdoors or in
your classroom.

Ask, students to stand still, close their eyes, 0stretch

one fist into the air, and lift a finger for 11,.',

reach different sound they hear. No fair talking or Ji

,

making any sounds! When most people have finished, ,

ask them to share what they heard. Which sounds
weDe made by people? animals? machines?

Hearing birds is one thing; finding them is another!
Help your students concentrate on the direction of a sound.
Seat them in a circle and tell them that you will quietly
walk around the outside ofthe circle as they sit with their
eyes closed. When you stop, you will clap your hands twice.
keeping their eyes closed, students should point to you.
When you give "the word", they can open their eyes and check
their accuracy.

-6--
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You can alter the activity by - tapping one student on
the shoulder "Duck, Duck, Goose" style. Once you've made an
entire round and have stationed yourself in one place, ask
whoever is "kt". to be the clapper. .

a
a

Vocabulary Words

Involve your students in making up
0
a'vocabulary list

about birds. Ask your class *hat words they would'use 0.0
describia a bird to a blind person. What are the names of
the birds that they know? See if. they suggest the words
below:

beak
egg
feather
feet
fly
nest

wing
cardinal

' 'duck
hummingbird
woodpecker
heron

. bluejay.4
goldfinch r.
swallow
red-winged

blackbird.

The following wordsewill be used during the field
trip. You may want to remember them for a post-trip
activity. .0

binoculars
bird bath
bird feeder

'birdseed °
suet
pigeon
wren

oriole
bluebird
grackle
starling
cowbird
goose

yellowthrbat
sparrow
robin.
chickadee
brown thrasher
crow

If you would like to get your students' parents in-
volved in "Spring Birds," send them a copy of the Parent
letter. It contains ideas for exploring the exciting
world of birds with their children.

a.

fo

a
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Name

awe

.1
0

EA.

O

I II

err

Cut out the' squares.

Finish the bird by gluing

its parts on in the right

places.
*

I.

S.

I

0
II

A

. Activity Sheet i.

Birds are Alike Yet Different
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NAME

BIRDS AND BEAKS

Match these birds with their beaks! Then chodse from this
list to write their names on the blanks.

HERON WOODPECKER DUCK HUMMINGBIRD, CARDINAL

Activity Sheet 2
Adaptations

6

spedrin3

13

Strdinulis 6 t,

6
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Dear Parents,

Our class will be taking a field trip to the Dahlem
Environmental Education Center for a program entitled
"Spring Birds." We're preparing for the trip by studying
the special characteristics of birds and by learning some
different types of birds. At the Center we'll borrow bi-
noculars and use them to look at birds outdoors. When we
return to school we'll explore the birds on the school
groundq, make birdfeeders and do bird-related art projects.

This is a good opportunity for you to share with' and
learn from your first grader. S/he may return from our
field trip eager to talk to you about birds. Why not en-
courage your child by doing one of the following activi-
ties with him/her?

1. Ask you child what s/he learned about birds at
school and at the Dahlem Center.

2. Help your child put up the birdfeeder's/he made
at achool. Borrow a field guide from the
library and try to identify the birds that come
to the feeder.

3. Feed the birds at a local park.

4. Attend a film or movie hosted by your local
Audubon chapter.

5. Contact me for additional ideas.

Sincerely,

First Grade Teacher

P.S. Please listen to the weather report on the day of
the field trip and dress your son/daughter appropriately,
especially in the case of rain. Layers of clothing and
waterproof shoes are recommended.

14
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Field Trip

Now your students are ready for their field trip to
the Dahlem Environmental Education Center! Thanks to the
fine background you've given them, their experience will
be enriched.

The field trip will begin indoors with a brief intro-
duction. Your students will observe birds visiting the
Center's feeders and examine nests and stuffed specimens.
After reviewing bird similarities and differences, your
students will, borrow the Center's binoculars and learn how
to use them.

Once outdoors, your aspiring ornithologists will lis-
ten to bird songs, look for holes and nests, and sight
birds through their binoculars. They'll also play a game
comparing the functions of bird beaks to tools.

Please emphasize the importance of dressing appropri-
ately for the weather. Layers of clothing and sturdy,
water-resistant footwear are recommended.

-9-



Post-Trip Activities

The following five activities were chosen to review
the major concepts in this program. They will help to
extend your students' knowledge of birds to their home and
school environments.

At

Birds at Home and School

Birds can be found almost
can get to know the birds that
school in many different ways.
ideas suggested below.

everywhere. Your students
live near their homes and
Try one or more of the

Supervise a schoolyard search and sneak! Look
for evidence of birds (treeholes, nests, droppings,
feathers, footprints, owl pellets, etc.). Encourage
your students to be on the lookout for live birds
as well. 'Challenge them to sneak up on the birds
very slowly and quietly so that they can observe as
much as possible.

Map the location of birds seen on the school-
grounds. On a classroom chart list the birds that
are sighted. How much can your students find out
about each species?

Discuss how to care for orphaned birds. Most young
birds found in the spring are on their first exploring
trips. Adult birds have probably coaxed their non-
flying young out of the nest and are nearby to coax
them back to safety. If, after a day or two of quiet
observation, the young bird appears to be alone and in
need of care, pick it up and place it in a box. To
learn how to feed and care for it properly, call a
veterinarian, animal rehabilitation center, or nature
center. Or read a book such as Wild Orphan Babies by
William J. Weber, DOI.M. or the Wild Care and
Rehabilitation aanual by Adams and Johnson.

Encourage your students to watch for birds in their
neighborhood and tomake a master list of all their
sightings. Who saw the most unusual bird, the most
birds, or the biggest bird?

-11 - -.
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Feed the'Birds

Y3ur students can enjoy birds at home by making feeders
for thorn. While this activity is appropriate any time of
the year, winter is best because that's when natural sources
of feed are scarce. It is important to maintain birdfeeders
all winter. Once birds dis'over a feeder during the cold
weather, they become dependent upon it as a food source..
Please stress responsibility when you suggest this to
students as a winter activity.

To make a bird feeder your students will need:

For each student

empty 8 oz. milk carton
used paper lunch bag
thin 7 inch dowel or-stick
18 inches of string or fishline
8 oz. mixed birdseed

For the class

stapler
nail
penknife or

exactoblade

Before your students get into the act, secretly cut
horizontal slits about 3/4 inch above each corner of the
milk carton. Keep the slits a secret until the very last
step!

Now that the preliminaries are out of the way, it's
time to get your students involved! Help each member of your
class:

Poke two holes (the same width as the dowel or stick)
in the middle of opposite sides of the carton about
3/4 inch.from the bottom.

Slide the dowel or stick through both holes. Center
the dowel so that it extends equally on both sides of
the carton to form two perches.

Carefully open the top of the carton and fill it with
birdseed.

Staple the top shut where it was originally glued.

-12-
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Poke a hole half way across the top rim of the carton
for hanging. Thread apiece of string or fishline
through the hole and tie it, securely.

Place each feeder in a paper bag and staple it shut
for easy transport home. This enables students to
take the feeders home without spillage.

Caution students not to take their birdfeeders out of
the bags until they get safely home. Then, just before
dismissal, tell them the "secret". ,Once they're home and
have unbagged their feeders, they should look for four
corner slits and push in the corners\above each slit.
Voila! Birdseed will magically appe#1 Students should
hang their feeders outside for the bids to feed at.
Encourage them to keep an eye on their backyard visitors.*

*developed by Jane Weiser, first grade teacher

Birds in Your Classroom

Invite some avian visitors into your classroom!

Using Activity Sheets 3-7 and some heavy paper, cut
out, color, and assemble a cardinal, blue jay, morning
dove, robin, and red-winged blackbird. Then, let students
flap their creations around the room, hang them individually
from the ceiling, or hang them together in bird mobiles.
Or ask students to take four birds home and donate one for
a classroom display.

o -Set up a birdfleder outside your classroom and observe
the species that visit. Sprinkle cracked corn, sunflower
seeds, mixed wild birdseed, or small crumbs of bread on your
window sill. If there is a tree nearby, try /ranging a bird-
feeder on it. You can also tie an onion bag stuffed with
suet (animal fat) onto another branch. For more information,

-13-
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write Michigan Department of Natural Resources for a copy
of "Bright Feathers at (Air Windows." Send $2.00 along with_
your order to: DNR Information Center, Box 30028, Lansing,
Michigan, 48909.

Which species is present in the largest number a', any
one time? What is the greatest number of different species
present at any one time? What seems to be the-most popular
feeding time? What foods'do the birds prefer the most? Do
all the birds that you see visit the feeder?

Create a Bird

Birds are adapted to eat different foods; live in
different places, and survive in different ways. Your stu-
dents can use their imaginations to draw their own birds.
After doing Activity Sheet 8, they can design birds that:

live in restaurants and eat only pizza
ride on airplanes without falling off
fly in outerspace
raue dirt bikes
eat toothp/ks
pick up stray balls from the tennis court

Give your students an idea on how to begin with a ditto
of a bird body traced from Activity Sheet 1. After talking
about the adaptations needed by the bird to perform its
special task, each student should draw a fantasy beak, tail,
wings, and feet on their bird outline. Then invite the class
to share their creations. Some students may want to draw
another fantasy bird on their own from scratch.

Don't forget to display their masterpieces!
-14-
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Art for the Birds

Continue your creative streak by asking your students,
to try some of these ideas:

Pretend you are a bird in flight and draw a bird's
eye 'View of your neighborhobd.

Illustrate personally written bird books.

Make clay or paper-mache models of birds, nests,
and eggs.

Make crushed eggshell mosaics.

Blow out eggs and decorate the, shells with fabric,
sequins, or trim. Use.them to decorate an egg tree.

Dye hard-boiled eggs with natural dyes such as
onion skins. Try using a wax crayon to create a
resist. ,....

Carve a feather into a`quill'pen and use it.

Make plaster casts of bird footprints.

Illustrate famous bird sayings. Here are some ideas

-15-



to get you started:

YoU birdbrain!
Oh, horsefeathers!
That are you crowing about?

-21:straLE0 tionEl

Here is ..a list'of some optional bird-related activities
for you and your students to enjoy.

Write class letters requesting copies of these Na-
tional Wildlife Federation publications: "Birdwatching
with Roger Tory Peterson,"' "Let it Be -- Wild and Free,"
and "RecyCle for.Birds." The Federation's address is:
1412 16 St. NW, Washington, D.C., 20036. After students
receive their materials, they can.practice their
etiquette by writing thank-you notes.

Involve your class in a chicken soup-making project.
Pass arounda plucked uncooked chicken and ask your
'students to feel how it moves and how its joints fit
;together. Cook the fowl until the meat falls off.
Remove the bones and sort them into piles. Draw a life-
size outline of the bird and then tape the bones where
,students think they belong on the picture. Then make
chicken rice soup and eat it while listening to Carole
King's rendition of "Chicken Soup with Rice."* (See
the reference section'for bibliographic information.)

4, developed by Jane Weiser, first grade teacher

List ways that birds help humans. (Birds eat harm-
ful insects, prepare seeds for germination, insulate
jackets and sleeping bags, provide beauty and com-
panionship, etc.)

Tell which bird you'd like to be and why.

Make bird nests out of natural materials.

ColleZ, fresh chicken and beef bones. 'Cut them open
and comps their insides.

Examine a f ther under a microscope. What happens
when a bead of ter is dropped on it?

Pretend you can f and describe the sensation.
-16-N\
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List and alphabetize the names of different species
of birds.

Hatch eggs. (Contact your local 4-H Cooperative
Extension Office or Dairy Council about how to ob-
tain fertilized eggs.)

Visit a poultry farm or invite, a poultry farmer to
speak to your class.

Play recordings of different bird songs. '(See the
list of records recommended in the reference section.)

Trace bird migration routes on a map of North and
South AMerica.

Conoatutationtd You and your 4tudent4have made a tot new
6ine-Ifeatheted 6nienda. You devoted a tot o6 time and enemy to
tucking yaw:. eta44 about biAd4. Someday your 4tudent0 mgateneaa
and concern Lox their new Piendo may devetap into an enviunmentat
C014C2OU4ne.64 that wittmake au& wolad'a better. ptace. So Ait dawn,
take (44 your 4hoe4, and put up you& 'Sea -- you deoenve a /mot!
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Activity Sheet .3
Birds in Your Classroom

14,

ICA

RED-WINGED
BLACKBIRD

1

B

Cut out all the bird
pieces. Fold tab B and
attach the left wing to
the body at b. Attach
the right wing.

Join slits A and a
to attach the tail to
the body.

Red-winged blackbirds often nest in cattail marshes
in this area. The males proudly display their red
shoulders to intruders on their territory.

Color his: beak and eye grey;
large wing patch red;
small wing stripe yellow;
and everything else black.

23
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Activity Sheet 4
Birds in Your Classroom

mob Go too

a

I

The blue jay is
a striking bird that
sails through the
forest on brightly
colored wings.

24

Color its:

beak, eye, and face
markings black;

lower face, belly,
two wing and tail
patches white;

and everything else
blue.

Thicken the black
lines.
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AMERICAN
ROBIN

O

The robin hops across
lawns searching for
worms and insects.

Color the:

beak yellow;
belly be.ck-red;
eye rj.ng & tail spots white;
throat with alternating

black and white
stripes;

and everything else
dark brown.

25

Activity Sheet 5
Birds in Your Classroom



Activity Sheet 6
Birds in Your Classroom

a

The mourning
dove coos from a
high perch. Its,
wings whistle when
it takes off.

.
Color the:

beak, -wing spots, and thin tail band black;
tip of the tail white;
fat tail band grey;
the wing9 and body end of tail greyish-brown;
and the back greyish-brown fading to pinkish-tan.

26
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Activity Sheet 7

Birds in Your Classroom

b

, The cardinal is a
common winter visitor at
bird feeders and is often
seen singing from a high
perch in the spring.

Color his: beak orange;
eye grey;
face mask black;
and everything else red.

27
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You saw your favorite birds

near the feeders. Draw them

here. Show someone your birds

and tell why you like them.

Name

I

V.

Pioes.Pcilagrogh,

Activity Sheet 8

Create a Bird
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SPRING BIRDS

First Grade Spring Field Trip

Formal Objectives

Learn common species of birds
Improve listening skills

4g2EMAlAbdoctives

Understand the concept of adaptation
Explore the environment for signs of birds
Introduce students to the proper use of binoculars
Learn a few common birds
Review food chain and habitat concepts
Have fun!

Indoor Portion

Welcome the group; introduce yourself and the Dahlem Center.
Then find out how much they know about birds.

. Draw an oval on the board, having. the kids fill in the
parts until they have a bird! Explain that all birds

. are different from each other because of differences in
those parts (beaks, wings, feet, etc.)

Point out dilfferences on the poster boards, and pass around
3 birds. When the stuffed birds -are being passed, caution the
.studentsto handle them gently, holding each by the body, not
the feet or tail. Also, paas around the nests, noting that
different birds even make different nests.

Ask the group what they would look. at to help identify a
bird: color, size, markings, shape, and flight pattern will
help! Explain to them they will have binoculars to help them
spot these thingsl.but that we are going to practice inside.

String up'ihe wire and have the kids use their hands, shaped
into tubes, or TP tubes to narrow their vision. Fly the birds,
asking them what identifying marks they'saw. Find the birds o
the posters.

Explain they will rave 2 tools to help see birds, the
binoculars and. the Audible Audubon. Hopefully, the calls will
bring the birds closer to us, and the binoculars will help us
see far away things.

Pass out binoculars, asking each kid to unwrap them and take
off the lens caps. Caution them against abusing their tools.
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OUtside'

In the Arboretums teach them how to use the binoculars. Show
them, how to narrow the eyepieces and how to focus them.

. Remind the kids they must listen closely to hear or see the
birds and should try not to make too much noise. When they hear'
or see a bird, they should quietly tell someone, so everyone can
have a chance to see it.

In addition to birds, they might see signs that birds live
here--nests, holes, food, whitewash... Let everyone know if
they see onet V.

When you hear a bird, play the appropriate card to try to draw
it in. When you locate it, pass around the flashcard to help the
kids understand what they are looking for, or show the picture'on
the Audubon card...

* / .

*Bird-Food Game

This game will help explain the concept off adaptations and can
introduce a short discussion on food chains.1 It can also give one
group time to get ahead, as it is best doze close to the building.

Remind the students that birds eat ifferent things, and
explain that they are going to explor why this is so, by becoming
birds.

Each "bird" will get a-"stomach" (a plastic container) and a
"beak" (a tool) but because many birds have different beaks,

. they will get a variety of tools to help them eat;

Around the "birds" -set up 5 stations, each with a different
type of food. Divide the group into 5 smaller groups and put
each at a station. Challenge the ."birds" to find the best food for
them. Describe the foods (flower nectar, floating plants, animals
at the bottom of the pond, insects in a log, and seeds in a field)
and give the "birds" 10 seconds at each station to try to eat each
type of 'food. Food qualifies as being "eaten" when it is placed
in the "stomach."

The food that is best for them is the predominant food in
their'"stomach." Have them line up by the food they can eat and
ask them what real bird eats like they did. Hummingbirds, ducks,
herons, woodpeckers, and cardinals are a few examples.

Reinforce the main idea by saying everything in this world has
certain adaptations that help it survive. In many cases these
adaptations are directly related to finding food and eating.
For birds, this means BEAKS! The plants and animals that each
bird eats give it the energy to survive. The plants and animals,
in turn, get energy too. Go through the food chain, back to the
sun.
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Return

".
b

As a way of reviewing, ask the group what birds they remember
seeing, and what birds match your descriptions. Gathering them in
a circle, ask what they really liked about their trip and what
they may share with their family tonight whin they get,home from
school.

When you return to the building, have each student put the
_lens caps9on the binoculars, the binocs in the case, and the .

case, in the cabinet! ,

-*Another useful idea is to simply sit, watch, listen,
With some groups this is impossible, but with others
An occupied bird house or the trailside feeders make
to sit and watch the birds!

A
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